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Introducing TransHold – where innovation meets elegance in the world of hands-free convenience. Embrace a new era of sophistication with our transpar-
ent cradle design, seamlessly blending style with secure device support. The Dashboard and Windshield Mount ensure stability during every journey, while 
the quick installation makes TransHold an effortless addition to your daily routine. With high stability, multi-angle support, and intelligent auto clamping, it's 
not just a mount; it's a statement of cutting-edge technology. One touch releases the extraordinary, and with a wide 4.7-7.2" device compatibility, 
TransHold adapts to your device needs effortlessly. Crafted from a fusion of ABS, Silicone, Acrylic, TPU, and Metal, TransHold is more than a mount – it's a 
work of art. Elevate your driving experience with TransHold – redefine style, redefine convenience

Disclaimer :                         is a registered trademark of Promate Technologies. All other Trademarks or Trade Names are the property of their respec�ve owners.

Transparent Cradle Design
The TransHold boasts a sleek and transparent cradle design, adding a touch of 
sophistication while securely holding your device in place.

Dashboard, Windshield Mount
Versatile mounting options for easy installation on the dashboard or windshield, 
providing flexibility to suit different preferences.
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• Mount Height: 106mm
• Mount Width:66mm
• Cradle extend range: 55-98mm
• Material: ABS, Silicone, Acrylic, TPU, Metal

Specifications: Certifications:Packaging Content:
TransHold
Dash Mount
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Smartphone Car Mount
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Quick Installation
Enjoy a hassle-free setup with TransHold's quick installation feature, making it 
easy to integrate into your daily routine.

High Stability Mount
Benefit from a high stability mount that keeps your device securely in place even 
during bumpy rides, ensuring a reliable hands-free experience.

Multi-Angle Support
Find the perfect viewing angle with multi-angle support, providing flexibility and 
optimal visibility for your device.

Intelligent Auto Clamping
Experience seamless usage with intelligent auto clamping – simply place your 
device in the cradle, and it securely clamps in place with a touch.

One Touch Release
Effortlessly retrieve your device with the one-touch release feature, combining 
convenience with efficient functionality.

4.7-7.2” Device Compatibility
The TransHold accommodates devices ranging from 4.7 to 7.2 inches, offering 
broad compatibility for various smartphones.

Durable Material
Crafted from a blend of ABS, Silicone, Acrylic, TPU, and Metal, the TransHold ensures 
durability and a sleek aesthetic, promising a reliable and stylish accessory for your device.


